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Welcome
“In the last six years channelcentral has grown
from just 5 employees to over 20 and revenue has
increased accordingly. There are reasons why I
think channelcentral has become successful:
• We’ve invested heavily in Research and Development creating a foundation of capability and intellectual property.
• Our commercial model allows customers to use operating expenditure instead of capital expenditure.
• We’re maniacal about ensuring customers see real beneﬁts from our services.
• Despite having a strong breadth of services there has been little diversiﬁcation away from our core knowledge and
experience: technology and sales channels.
Ultimately it’s also about what our customers want and experience. I genuinely believe that we listen to customers and adapt – the
result is a very low customer attrition rate. As the business continues to scale I look forward to doing more with our customers.”

Tim Moyle, CEO

WWW.CHANNELCENTRAL.NET/ABOUT
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channelcentral Services
Make Selling Technology More Eﬃcient

IT Manufacturers, Distributors & Resellers use channelcentral’s services to improve their processes. Why? To become more eﬃcient, sell
more and become easier to do business with. Customers achieve this by deploying cutting edge cloud tools which combine Software as a
Service (SaaS) and Content Management. The services available to the IT Sector from channelcentral include:
• CPQ Software
• ROI Calculators
• Incentive Tools
• Web Stores
• Web Service Integration
• Bespoke Software Devlopment
• Consultancy Services
• Project Onboarding Services
• Product Management Services
• Marketing Services
• Customer Support Services
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Turn real business issues into cost-saving, revenue generating services for your customers. Unlike other SaaS providers channelcentral
oﬀers a unique service taking into account key requirements such as product lifecycle management, channel engagement, co-branding,
integration and commercial beneﬁts. All this provided by a team of experienced Channel and Development experts who understand
business and want to maximise return on investment for its customers.
channelcentral Services are currently available in over 60 countries Worldwide with hundreds of IT Channel customers. Our strong network
of customers keeps us well informed of IT Channel trends and makes us the ideal partner to assist you with growing your market share.

“channelcentral has been one of the pillars of our success. I look forward to
ensuring this continues and thank you for the support you have
given me!“
Alex Tatham, Managing Director, Westcoast Distribution UK
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Development
Services

CPQ Software
A Conﬁgure, Price, Quote (CPQ) software application helps people working in a sales environment (consumers, sales, technical) produce
accurate, conﬁgured quotes eﬃciently for more complex products e.g. Servers, Workstations, and Software. The tools that channelcentral has
developed are generally aimed at sales people by incorporating key features such as built in product validation rules, pricing, promotions,
real-time stock, export and buy now functions. Sales teams can have everything they need at their ﬁngertips to both shorten the
Quote-to-Order cycle but also free up time in the valuable Technical Pre-Sales Team.
CPQ Software is the core of channelcentral business. We oﬀer bespoke developments or oﬀ the shelf CPQ solutions all focussed on
the IT Channel and Technology Sector to help improve eﬃciencies in your sales teams. This leads to:
• An increase in quotation volumes
• A lower cost per quotation
• A growth in order value as a result of upselling and bundling
• Valuable insight in customer/market behaviour
• Improved time to market for New Product Introductions
• Reduction in costly product returns
• Less reliance on Technical Pre-Sales
• Quoting your customers faster than the competition!

Which CPQ software is right for your business?
Development Language
Vendor
Software as a Service
Licence
Factory Build
Manufacturer Optimized
Distributor Optimized
Customer Hosting
Global Hosting
Support
Product Lifecycle Management

Bespoke
.NET
Multi-Vendor
Optional
Optional
Yes
Yes
Yes
Optional
Optional
Optional
Optional

iQuote
.NET
Select Vendors
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Included
Included

Freebird
PHP
Multi-Vendor
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Optional
Optional
Optional

Talk to channelcentral about the best CPQ software for your business.

WWW.CHANNELCENTRAL.NET/CPQ
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iQuote
Now well established within HP Inc. and Hewlett
Packard Enterprise’s channels Worldwide, iQuote
is a co-brandable web application designed
speciﬁcally for their Distributors and Resellers.
iQuote is CPQ software which is available to the
Channel as a subscription service. channelcentral
supports the integration of price, availability and
customers into the application.
Quotes generated are stored in the channelcentral
Cloud and can be exported or sent as orders to the
Distributor (Buy Now feature). channelcentral
manages the portfolio maintenance, including
additional resources such as promotional pricing,
marketing and customer support.
Are you a Distributor or Reseller and looking to grow your HP Inc. or Hewlett Packard Enterprise business?
Here are some of the beneﬁts of subscribing to the tool:
• Option compatibility and conﬁguration to reduce errors/reliance on technical pre-sales.
• View price and stock while building a quote to get it right ﬁrst time.
• Supports bundle pricing to oﬀer instant discounts to customers (region speciﬁc) and be price competitive.
• Drives options attach via validation and marketing assets to grow deal sizes.
• Choice of quote export formats or Buy Now function with eCommerce integration to win deals.
channelcentral’s Smartphone App can link to iQuote. For existing iQuote customers looking to extend the use of their iQuote service, the
Smartphone App addition could be just what you are looking for. See Section 10 for further details on the Service.
If you are interested in introducing iQuote into your business, contact channelcentral and we’ll work with you and your Partner
Business Manager to get you up and running in no time!
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Freebird
Freebird is multi-vendor channelcentral CPQ software available to anybody in the IT Channel as a subscription service oﬀering customers
their own tool to control the portfolios that appear. The service can be fully integrated into an eCommerce site to provide pricing, stock
and buy now functionality.
If you do not require a bespoke application and you are used to consuming Software as a Service applications where you can inﬂuence, but
not own, the functional speciﬁcation, Freebird is perfect.
Freebird is ideal for Distributors or Resellers that are multi-vendor as it provides the subscriber with admin rights to manage the product
lifecycle themselves. It will operate in single vendor mode so Freebird will suit Manufacturers too.
Freebird is an Open Source application (PHP) so ideal for customers that have chosen Open Source as a strategic direction.
Key Freebird Features and Beneﬁts
• Hosted browser application
• Aimed at Channel sales users but consumers welcome!
• Use to customize boxed products or factory conﬁguration
• Intuitive navigation via menus, sorts and ﬁlters
• Web page or existing eCommerce plug-in
• Leverage Web Services for dynamic pricing and stock
• Co-brandable
• Provide your Channel Partners with key sales information:
Best selling skus
Best selling options / bundles
Optimised compatibility information
Freebird is very easy to use and requires very little eﬀort for you to set-up. channelcentral do all the hard work for you. Ask to see a
demonstration today!
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Smart Finder

Smart Finder
Smart Finder is ﬁlter software to aid your customers in navigating your website when selecting a product or service in the most eﬃcient way
possible, and encourages repeat purchases through an improved user experience. Unlike other product ﬁnders, Smart Finder consumes
your web store branding, has the ability to be a standalone web service, has no binary searches, displays related products in search results
and is developed speciﬁcally for you and your needs.
Smart Finder uses Fuzzy Logic search which includes nested search results. This means that unlike other product ﬁnders, Smart Finder will
intelligently include products and services that match the same requirements but may have been described diﬀerently, for example 1000
Gigabyte Vs 1 Terabyte. The results also allow the child product to be located in the context of the parent. This logic gives your customers a
more eﬃcient and accurate way to ﬁnd what they are looking for.
Smart Finder can be completely self-managed or channelcentral can manage the product portfolio’s on your behalf with our experienced
Product Management Team. Key features include:
• Consumes your organizations branding
• Uses nested search result logic
• It can be a plug-in or standalone web store

• Fully accessible admin panel for self-management of the tool and products
• Built-in dashboard for real-time reporting
• Ability to have multiple instances by customer or localization

Are you losing customers because your products and services are too hard to ﬁnd? Ask for a demonstration of Smart Finder and see
what a diﬀerence it could make to your sales!
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Smartphone App
Imagine your Sales Teams quoting customers while out working in the ﬁeld from their Smartphone…
…and make it happen.
Our Smartphone App Service oﬀers you the capability to create bespoke Smartphone Apps based on any of channelcentral's existing
applications; supporting Apple iTunes and Google Play. If you have CPQ software from channelcentral you have the option to extend the
service out to a Smartphone application to enable your Sales Teams to be able to be productive while on the move. Alternatively, you may
have an Incentive Portal with channelcentral that you want to encourage your Teams or your Channel to engage with – what better way to
do that, than on their phone or tablet?
Our fully managed service means that customers don’t have to deal with the complexity of oﬀering Smartphone Apps themselves,
including the detailed, varied and speciﬁc requirements of their own customers. channelcentral will create the application, brand it for each
customer, establish the data links and present it on the App stores for download. All of your data will be secure as the App will require an
account sign-in. Any potential revenue from downloads (if you choose to charge) or orders placed via the Smartphone App belong to the
customer.
Talk to us today about how we can make your channelcentral application truly mobile!

WWW.CHANNELCENTRAL.NET/SMARTPHONE-APP
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ROI Calculators
channelcentral’s online ROI software is for businesses that sell solutions where the client needs to understand what the potential return
on investment is prior to purchase. Typically internet-hosted, channelcentral translates the intellectual property into secure web forms that
deliver instant, indicative ROI ﬁgures based on data input by a salesperson or the client. It negates the need for salespeople to go back to
the business to seek supporting evidence. channelcentral provides a bespoke service and a Management Portal that tracks utilisation and
prospects.
Contact us for more information on how a channelcentral ROI calculator can help you to understand and demonstrate the value of
your products and services.
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Incentive Software
Whether you want to incentivise a Sales Person, Reseller or Distributor to sell your products, channelcentral can provide a sales
incentive measurement service. It is an internet portal-based solution providing secure Management and Client logins to see
performance in a variety of structures, including targets, thresholds, league tables, conversion to points or actual reward. It
negates the need for manual processes, data & performance analysis and communications that are typically carried out by
Marketing or Category/Product Management.
channelcentral provide a highly ﬂexible and automated Incentive Service that can be easily measured for real-time and future
improvement. This service can range from a basic deal registration or deal closing scheme to a fully managed vendor rebate
programme. With channelcentral's product management capability, the measures can be granular. It has multi-currency capability
allowing a customer to incentivise regionally and globally. The built-in authorisation workﬂow allows local empowerment or global
control.
Talk to us to motivate your internal Sales Teams or your Channel and consider developing your own incentive portal with
channelcentral.

WWW.CHANNELCENTRAL.NET/INCENTIVE-TOOLS
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Web Stores
This service from channelcentral allows the supplier, who may be a Distributor, to provide its buyer a restricted portfolio of items
which are available, and specify a ﬁxed price per item. A Web Store makes buyers' lives much easier as they have a clean and precise
catalogue from which they can order with conﬁdence. Giving buyers a restricted portfolio allows the supplier to be more competitive
with their pricing.
channelcentral makes providing this service simple. The supplier provides the product information, and channelcentral will develop
an online catalogue which allows the buyer to ﬁnd the products by ﬁltering down based on their category and localization. Once the
buyer has ﬁltered down to a relevant section they are then presented with an overview for each product, and they can add to the
shopping cart from this screen or can optionally view full product details. Once the buyer is happy with their product selections they
can then transfer the cart over to their eCommerce system to be processed and ordered.
A Web Store is an ideal solution for customers that have Framework agreements in place or regular procurement deals with large
organisations. Enquire today!
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Web Service Integration
The channelcentral Web Service Integration Service is available for customers with an existing service from channelcentral or to
customers who have multiple systems that they would beneﬁt from being in one place. The service allows modern platforms to
exchange volatile, time-sensitive data such as price and stock in real time. Replacing bulk data downloads and cumbersome
overnight processes, web services make small requests for only the data needed – 'just in time' to fulﬁl speciﬁc, user-driven
requests. channelcentral can take the pain out of your WCF .NET web service implementation – building the knowledge of your
team and delivering a working, optimized solution in a fraction of the time it might otherwise take.
This service is particularly popular with our CPQ Software customers who want to show their customers their real time price and
stock while they conﬁgure a solution. It can also enable their customers to then purchase the solution as it is integrated into an
eCommerce platform.
Ask us about web service integration for maximum eﬃciency.

WWW.CHANNELCENTRAL.NET/SERVICE-INTEGRATION
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Bespoke Software Development
Although channelcentral has a suite of existing applications sometimes customers have something new that they want to create
to solve a speciﬁc business issue. Even customers that have internal IT Development Teams will outsource due to capacity, skills or
where the application is to be hosted (e.g. within a customer’s web store).
There are thousands of Software Development companies, so why us? We believe that channelcentral can help where:
1. The customer operates in the Technology Sector.
2. A Sales Channel is in play.
3. There’s inherent complexity that a Development Team needs to comprehend.
4. The application needs to be deployed alongside existing systems and potentially multiple organizations.
5. The customer is looking for strong ROI measurement.
6. Products have relatively short lifecycles.
7. Localization is required (language, currency, number formatting etc).
8. .NET is the preferred development environment.
We have lots of experience in developing bespoke solutions for Manufacturing, Distributing and Reselling/Retailing customers. So
move away from spreadsheets and local applications and discuss your requirements with us today.
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Consultancy
Services

Consultancy Services
Consultancy Services are for those Channel Partners that know they
have a problem to ﬁx but do not necessarily have the knowledge,
time or resource to rise to the challenge.
channelcentral prides itself as a company formed by channel experts.
Our Leadership Team have in excess of 15+ years’ IT channel experience
on average. We’re a well-rounded company comprising of industry
experts able to provide informed advice on the many challenges facing
IT companies today. Channelcentral has over 10 years’ experience in
developing software-based IT channel tools to Manufactuers, Distributors
and Resellers. Unlike other providers, channelcentral is focused solely on
the IT Channel which means its advice and solutions are the perfect ﬁt, not
something that is used across multiple industries where only half of the
solution is applicable to you.
So what are some of the reasons you may need Consultancy from
channelcentral?

Book a channelcentral seminar

Increasing Revenue and
advert
Reducing Workload with
a CPQ Tool

INCREASING REVENUE
AND REDUCING
WORKLOAD WITH
A CPQ TOOL

A FREE 1-2 hour session
bespoke for your business
needs with valuable
takeaways such as our
CPQ Whitepaper and
Buyers Guide.

• Sales Teams are spending more time preparing quotes than selling
• Your technical support team are supporting your sales team more
than customers
• Customer Support are spending more time amending customer orders
For more information visit
or producing refunds then providing product support
www.channelcentral.net/seminars
• Your sales team or Web Store are struggling to upsell
• Measuring sales team or your Channels activity is diﬃcult
• Your sales and marketing teams cannot keep up with New Product
Introductions
• Inaccurate orders are costing the company large sums of money and damaging reputation
• You are losing customers to competitors as they can quote much faster than you.

If any of the above problems sound familiar, you should contact channelcentral for a no obligation conversation about how we could
help. You may not even require consultancy, there could be a Channel tool ready and waiting to suit your needs.
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Project Onboarding
Every customer is diﬀerent and has diﬀerent
needs and desired outcomes. For that reason
channelcentral has an experienced Consulting
and Project Management Team. A typical initial
customer engagement looks like this:

Step 1: One of our Consultants will listen to your
requirements as a free of charge pre-sales
engagement.

Step 2: Challenge accepted! Our Consultants will
fully scope your requirements engaging with
internal resources such as Commercial, Legal,
Development and Project Management.
Output: WTOH.

Step 3: Unless you have very clear, comprehensive and speciﬁed plans engage with our Consultants on a chargeable basis.
Output: User Stories.
Step 4: A solution is shared. Hear how your requirements can be met through either a bespoke solution or via an oﬀ the shelf service.
Output: high level PID.
Step 5: Solution accepted! Commercial and Legal engagement complete: Project Management Team will schedule your requirements,
our Development Team will create or customize your solution.
Step 6: Solution delivered move to User Acceptance Testing via our QA/Test function.
Step 7: You may need our value – add services (Product Lifecycle Management, Marketing, Web Integration, Support Contract etc.)
– otherwise launch.

We like a challenge, so why not share yours?

TECHNOLOGY BUSINESS SPECIALISTS
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Product Management Services
Are you too slow at getting to market with your New Product Introductions?
Do you have so many products that they are hard to maintain?
How many quotes go out to customers with End of Life products being quoted?
Are your sales teams and/or customers placing orders on Out of Stock Products?
These problems can be all to familiar in the IT Channel. channelcentral recognise that the majority of our customers have such a vast
number of SKUs that it is near impossible to keep everyone informed of all the required product information in real-time. That’s why
channelcentral have an in-house Product Management team working with our Channel tools to take the pain away.
The channelcentral Product Management team can be used as your go-to-market extension of your own product teams. If you use one of
our development services such as a CPQ Software you may want to consider our Product Management Service as a value added option.
The product team will work closely with your in-house product teams to become experts in your ﬁeld. channelcentral will become
responsible for your product data, manage and maintain the feed into your channelcentral software. Using this service will mean that your
sales teams and customers can monitor stock levels and always be provided with the most up to date and accurate product information.
Ask us for more information on how our Product Management Services can improve the eﬃciency and accuracy of your business.
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Marketing Services
channelcentral Marketing Services are available to any customer that has a Service provided by us or in some cases, where a service allows for
third party campaigns. One of the many advantages of being an IT Channel customer and working with us is our Network. Operating in over 60
countries around the World with hundreds of Distributors and Resellers provides a very rapid route to market which is extremely targeted.
Are you a Manufacturer looking to advertise your products to the IT Channel?
If so, some of the channelcentral oﬀ the shelf services allow for third party campaigns. These could be in the form of banner advertising or
something more sophisticated such as a sales questionnaire which guides users of our tools to select your products for quotation. All of
which come will full reporting and market insight. There are few platforms for marketing campaigns that are as targeted as channelcentral
software.
Are you looking to outsource the marketing of your channelcentral Service?
If you have a bespoke service from channelcentral it is possible to outsource the marketing. Our experienced team of marketing
professionals currently have full responsibility for the marketing of some of the biggest tools we develop for customers. For example; a
CPQ tool such as iQuote, is oﬀered by the Manufacturer to its customers as an enabler, which is then paid for by the Channel on a
subscription basis. The channelcentral Marketing team drive all of the subscription campaigns, plan events, promote SPIF, announce new
product introductions, write content and manage social media accounts. The Marketing team can work with your in-house teams or
completely autonomously depending on your resource eﬀort.
Contact us today to see what options may be available to your business.

TECHNOLOGY BUSINESS SPECIALISTS
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Customer Support Services
Support Services are available for any of our bespoke developments or our oﬀ the shelf services. As part of your service with
channelcentral you can expect the very highest Customer Support from our team. Our Support Services are available 24x7 to ensure
as little disruption as possible to your business if a question or problem were to occur.
What if you oﬀer your channelcentral Service to your own customers?
As a value added service from channelcentral it is possible to outsource your Customer Support. For example; CPQ software is oﬀered
by the Manufacturer to its Channel which is then paid for by its Partners on a subscription basis. The Manufacturer could have
channelcentral managing the support for its Partners for CPQ software. The customer support can extend beyond a typical support
service where queries are answered/problems are ﬁxed, and actually work with Partners to integrate the CPQ software into their own
internal systems. Integration adds real value to your service as it makes it more accessible which in turn increases your Return on
Investment and enables better reporting.
If you are interested in having a channelcentral service but have support resource constraints, this could be an option for you.
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Book a channelcentral seminar

Increasing Revenue and Reducing
Workload with a CPQ Tool

INCREASING REVENUE
AND REDUCING
WORKLOAD WITH
A CPQ TOOL

A FREE 1-2 hour session bespoke for your
business needs with valuable takeaways
such as our CPQ Whitepaper and
Buyers Guide.

For more information visit

www.channelcentral.net/seminars
TECHNOLOGY BUSINESS SPECIALISTS
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See our full range of
software services
on our website.

Visit: www.channelcentral.net
Call: +44 (0) 800 254 0954
Email: interested@channelcentral.net

Follow us
LinkedIn
Twitter: @ccentral_net

Brought to you by channelcentral.net Technology Business Specialists.
channelcentral.net is a privately
owned company based in the UK,
oﬀering sales tools to the Technology
sector.

